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Motivations 

Masked autoencoding based method achieves great success in NLP domain, but 
the same idea doesn't work as well in vision. Why the same success has not been 
replicated in vision? 

The author tries to find reasons from three aspects

● Architecture
● Information density
● Decoder design



Motivations - Backbone Architecture  

CNN(Convolutional Neural Network) vs ViT(Visual Transformer)

Model ResNet-
50

ResNet-
101

ResNet-
152

ViT-
Base 

ViT-
Large

ViT-
Huge

# parameters 25.6M 44.5M 60.2M 86M 307M 632M

Image source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.11929v2.pdf

Image source: https://towardsdatascience.com/convolutional-neural-networks-explained-9cc5188c4939

CNN architecture may also work well.
ConvMAE: 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2205.03892.pdf



Motivations - Information Density 

Difference between language and Image  
● Language 

○ Human generated signal, discrete 
○ Strong semantic structure
○ Abstract, compact and highly information-dense.

● Image
○ Nature signal, continuous  
○ Heavy spatial redundancy, low information density.

Language is more information-dense than image. So, masking 15% of words in a sentence is not equivalent to making 15% 
of patches in an image. We may need to mask more patches in an image to reach the same level of information loss in a 
sentence.



Motivations - Decoder Design

● Decoder design plays a key role in determining the semantic level of the learned latent 
representations.

● If the decoder is too simple, the pixel reconstruction quality will be bad and the encoder 
is difficult to learn meaningful representations.

● If the decoder is too complicated, the pixel reconstruction quality will be good but the 
more semantic representation may shift to the decoder side and leave the learned 
features from the encoder less semantic

● We need to make a good trade-off in the complexity of the decoder so that the encoder 
can learn more semantic/high-level features.



Masked Autoencoder - Overall Architecture

● Asymmetric encoder and 
decoder architecture

● Encoder only operates on un-
maksed patches

● Decoder operates on encoded 
visible patches and masked 
tokens



MAE - Design Details 
Masking

● Randomly sample a subset of patches and mask (i.e., remove) the remaining ones.
● High masking ratio

Encoder

● Based on ViT
● Only operates on visible patch.

Decoder

● Operates on both encoded visible patches and mask tokens
● Only used during pre-training.

Reconstruction loss

● L2(MSE) loss, computed only on masked patches



BERT(Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformers)

Mask ratio:15%
Decoder/prediction: MLP
BERT-B (L=12, H=768,   A=12, 110M)
BERT-L (L=24,  H=1024, A=16, 340M)



BEiT(Bidirectional Encoder representation from Image Transformers)

Tokenize the image to 
discrete visual tokens, by 
using the latent codes of 
discrete VAE(VQ-VAE)

The model learns to 
recover the visual tokens 
of the original image, 
instead of the raw pixels 
of masked patches.



Experiment Setup

● Encoder: ViT-B, ViT-L, ViT- H, ViT-H448

● Decoder
○ Depth:1-8 blocks(of transformer)
○ Width: 128-1024 dim

● Need extra projection layer to match the encode and decode width
● Training VIT-L/H from scratch on ImageNet-1K can be very tricky, need strong regularization.
● Pre-training, fine-tune, linear probe, partial fine-tune



ImageNet-1K Results

Use ViT-L(307M parameters), pre-trained on ImageNet-1K.  

MAE pre-training outperforms supervised pre-training on ImageNet-1K



ImageNet-1K Results

Masking ratio 



ImageNet-1K Results

Decoder Design

Single-block decoder perform well with fine-tuning
Decoder: 8 blocks, 512-d width, only 9% FLOPs per token vs  Encoder: 24 blocks, 1024-d



ImageNet-1K Results

Mask token

An important design of our MAE is to skip the mask token [M] in the encoder and 
apply it later in the lightweight decoder. 



ImageNet-1K Results

Reconstruction target



ImageNet-1K Results

Data augmentation

MAE works well using cropping-only augmentation,
either fixed-size or random-size (both having random
horizontal flipping), behaves decently even if using
no data augmentation (only center-crop, no flipping).



Experiment - ImageNet-1K

Mask sampling strategy

● Block-wise: harder task, degrade at 
75%,blurrier reconstruction 

● Grid-wise: easier task,lower quality 
representation, sharper reconstruction 

● Random: Higher mask ratio, faster and 
accurate 



ImageNet-1K Results

Training schedule 



ImageNet-1K Results

Comparisons with self-supervised methods              Comparisons with supervised pre-training



ImageNet-1K Results

Partial fine-tuning



Experiment - Transfer Learning

Object detection and segmentation



Experiment - Transfer Learning

Semantic segmentation



Experiment - Transfer Learning

Classification tasks



Experiment - Transfer Learning

Pixels vs. tokens.



Experiment - Some Examples



Experiment - Key findings

● MAE pre-trained on ImageNet1K outperform supervised counterpart.
● High masking ratio is crucial to the results, it also significant decrease the 

computation cost during training.
● MAE is more data efficient, as shown in Table 6, MAE pre-trained on ImageNet1K 

outperform the previous best results which were pre-trained on billions of images.
● MAE works very well on transfer tasks.
● Compared to contrast learning, MAE requires very little data argumentation.
● MAE perform worse on linear probe compared to contrast learning counterpart. It 

implies that the features learned from MAE is less linearly separable. 



Summary 

● Milestone work of applying masked autoencoding on vision, equivalent BERT 
for NLP. 

● Simple architecture, high training efficiency, superior results, easy to scale.
● Thorough evaluations on ImageNet ablation experiments.
● Why MAE works so well is still not fully understood, especially theory analysis 

is lacking. 


